Chicken Coop Door

1. Cut a 22*32CM tall hole in the coop wall for the
door. Leave a 1” lip at the bottom above the floor.
Diagram on front.

5. Slide door up and place small spacer (#2) onto
screw in the door, then place lower end of the actuator
on the screw and secure with locking nut (#1).

2. Install rails, with holes on outer edge, 9” between
the inside of the rails. Rails should extend below
bottom of door opening.

6. Remove controller cover, fasten controller inside
the coop with the wood screws using same holes
the cover screws go in.

3. Install screw (#4 in picture) into the hole in door.
Fasten tightly with flanged nut (#3 in picture).
Slide door into rails with screw pointing inside
the coop.

7. For light sensor, drill 9/16” hole in coop wall,
preferably the wall with the most evening sun.Holding
the plug side, put the plug through the hole, then slide
on the plastic nut and tighten. Then slide the cable
through the coop wall, pushing all the cable through.
Fasten light sensor assembly.

Function menu scrolling

8. Connect actuator, light sensor, then power supply
to the controller.

Open/close door manually in
RUN mode
Increment values during
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4. Install actuator onto the coop wall using wood
screw (#5) and long spacer (#6). Push screw into
hole in large end of actuator, then place spacer
on the screw between actuator and coop wall.
Screw into coop wall 28-5/8” from the bottom
of the aluminum coop door. (When the actuator
is extended, the bottom of the door will be 28-5/8”
from the top mounting screw)
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Rails should go up to ¾” below the door
opening if possible to completely cover hole

Chicken Coop Door Set-up
Parts included: Controller, Door, 2x Rails, 8x
Supply

screws, Actuator, Light Sensor, Power

needed: #2 Phillips screwdriver or drill-driver
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2. Opening Parameters
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